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Abstract. This paper studies the influence of what are recognized as key issues
in evolutionary multi-objective optimization: archiving (to keep track of the cur-
rent non-dominated solutions), elitism (to let the archived solutions take part in
the search process), and diversity maintenance (through density dependent se-
lection). Many proposed algorithms use these concepts in different ways, but a
common framework does not exist yet. Here, we extend a unified model for multi-
objective evolutionary algorithms so that each specific method can be expressed
as an instance of a generic operator. This model forms the basis for a new type of
empirical investigation regarding the effects of certain operators and parameters
on the performance of the search process. The experiments of this study indi-
cate that interactions between operators as well as between standard parameters
(like the mutation intensity) cannot be neglected. The results lead not only to bet-
ter insight into the working principle of multi-objective evolutionary algorithms
but also to design recommendations that can help possible users in including the
essential features into their own algorithms in a modular fashion.

1 Introduction

Evolutionary algorithms have shown to be a useful auxiliary tool for approximating the
Pareto set of multi-objective optimization problems. Several surveys of evolutionary
multi-objective algorithms can be found in the literature, e.g., [5, 17, 1], which reflects
the large number of different evolutionary approaches to multi-objective optimization
proposed to date. While most of these algorithms were designed with regard to two
common goals, fast and reliable convergence to the Pareto set and a good distribution
of solutions along the front, virtually each algorithm represents a unique combination
of specific techniques to achieve these goals.

As a consequence, there are no common guidelines available, how to best tailor an
evolutionary algorithm to an application involving multiple objectives. Recently, some
researchers have tried to address this problem by carrying out extensive comparative
case studies, which can roughly be divided into two different categories. The first group
compares different algorithms [17, 8, 19, 18, 20], but as the algorithms usually differ in
more that just one aspect, it is very difficult to identify the features which are mainly
responsible for the better performance of one algorithm over another. On the contrary,
a few other studies take one algorithm and focus on a specific operator or parameter to
tune, e.g. the selection method [10, 12]. In this case the results are valid for the algorithm



under concern and highly dependent on the other algorithmic parameters. Hence, it has
remained open up to now

– how a certain parameter or a certain operator affects the overall performance inde-
pendent of the specific implementation and the other techniques used, and

– how the parameters and operators influence each others’ performance.

The reason why these questions cannot be answered easily is the vast number of de-
tails by which the various implementations differ. To overcome this difficulty, in a first
step we have developed a unified model representing a general structure that most algo-
rithms have in common; this allows to assess important algorithmic features by separat-
ing them from the implementations-specific details [9]. Based on this model, we here
investigate archiving, elitism, and density estimation methods and present an appropri-
ate statistical methodology to identify significant effects and interactions, which will be
carried out for the example of the knapsack problem.

Section 2 starts with the classification of the key concepts in evolutionary multi-
objective optimization and the description of the model. The experimental design is
explained in section 3. In the remaining parts, experiments focus on the key parameters
and operators in multi-objective evolutionary algorithms: Section 4 describes the notion
of elitism and investigates the benefits of elitism and the interactions with mutation. In
section 5 we deal with archiving methods and different possibilities to limit the size of
the archive. In section 6 we investigate different density estimation techniques and how
they can be used to guide the selection of parents for the next generation. Finally, we
discuss the results and their implications for the design of multi-objective evolutionary
algorithms.

2 Background

2.1 Issues in Evolutionary Multi-objective Optimization

Fig. 1 gives an overview on the different techniques that are applied in most multi-
objective evolutionary algorithms. Though some are also used in single-objective opti-
mization (e.g. fitness sharing), most of the features are especially devoted to the task of
maintaining a diverse set of solutions in an multi-dimensional objective space.

Many multi-objective evolutionary algorithms maintain a secondary population – or
archive – parallel to the normal offspring population [17, pp.3-26–3-28]. Generally, an
archive can be used to store any kind of useful information gathered during the run, but
in most cases it just contains non-dominated solutions and therefore approximates the
Pareto set. If the archived solutions reproduce as well, we say the algorithm uses elitism.
Recent studies suggest that the use of elitism improves multi-objective evolutionary
algorithms [10, 12, 18].

Another issue is the assignment of fitness values to the individuals. In this study we
concentrate on Pareto-based methods because of their acknowledged advantages over
aggregation and population-based methods [5]. Different techniques inferring a scalar
value from the partially ordered objective vectors include the dominance level (or non-
dominated sorting [6, 15]), the dominance grade or rank [4] and the ’strength’ measure
[20]. Some algorithms use a further means to reach a better or more uniform distribution
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Fig. 1.A taxonomy of techniques in multi-objective evolutionary algorithms, the arrows indicate
existing combinations.

of solutions: Individuals receive a secondary fitness value, mainly based on the density
of search points near them. This density value can then be used to modify the primary
fitness, e.g. via fitness sharing.

2.2 The Unified Model

The framework we use in this study is based on the Unified Model for Multi-objective
Evolutionary Algorithms (UMMEA [9]), which is characterized by a decomposition
of algorithms into abstract operators. Existing techniques can be classified, formalized,
and mapped onto the operators. Hence, it is not only possible to emulate the behavior
of specific algorithms, but also to combine the different techniques arbitrarily, which is
important for our statistical analysis.

The main concept of this model is the coexistence of a ’normal’ offspring population
(B; jBtj = b) and an archive of ’elite’ individuals (A; jAtj � a), which represents
the current approximation of the Pareto set. All modifications of these multi-sets of
individuals can be expressed by (stochastic) operators that can be arbitrarily combined
in a modular fashion. Fig. 2 shows the generic algorithm based on this model (left) and
a schematic view of the transition of one generation to the other (right). Theinitialize
operator usually sets the archiveA0 to the empty set andB0 to a random sample of
the search space. If the archive size is bounded (1 � a < 1), a strategy must be
defined to deal with more non-dominated solutions than can be stored. This is done by
thetruncate operator.

The ’elitism intensity’ is modeled by the parameterpe, which represents the proba-
bility to select a parent from the archive instead of the normal population.

As long as the termination predicate is not satisfied, the archive and the population
are evolved. In each iteration, theupdate operator updates the archive with individuals
from the current offspring population; usually, only non-dominated solutions are stored.
In the adapt operator, possible control mechanisms for the elitism intensity can be
modeled, but in this study we leavepe constant during the run.



t := 0
(A0; B0; p0e) := initialize()
while terminate(At; Bt; t) = false do
t := t+ 1
At := truncate(update(At�1; Bt�1))
pte := adapt(At; Bt�1; pt�1e )
Bt := vary(sample(evaluate(At; Bt�1; pte)))

end while
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Fig. 2. Left: The general algorithm based on the unified model,At denotes the archive,Bt the
population andpte the elitism intensity at generationt. Right: A schematic view of the transition
from one generation to the other.

Theevaluate operator calculates the target sampling rates for each individual de-
pending on the individuals in the archive and the population. For example, the primary
fitness of individuals is derived from their rank with respect to their dominance level,
usually referred to as ’non-dominated sorting’ [15]. From these ranks, the sampling
rates of an individualb in a set of individuals (population)B are calculated to simulate
binary tournament selection.

According to these sampling rates, thesample operator then selects the required
number of individuals from both the archive and the population as parents of the next
generation. These parents are finally modified in thevary operator, where both recom-
bination and mutation take place. In this study we use use one-point crossover and
constant mutation rates�mut.

3 Experimental Design

Our aim is to investigate how the quality of the Pareto set approximation of the algo-
rithms depends on certain algorithmic variables or parameters. This is a challenging
task since the design space of the algorithm is huge and the performance indicators are
noisy. In this study we pursue a novel approach which will be explained next, followed
by a short descriptions of the test problem and the performance measure.

3.1 Methodology

In the design of an algorithm and specifically in the instances of our unified model,
we face different types of design variables. In order to investigate the effect of these
(independent) variables on the performance of the algorithm, we want to deal with all
of them simultaneously in a common framework. For this purpose we distinguish

– ordinal, continuous variables (like the elitism intensitype)
– ordinal, discrete variables (like the population size)
– categorical variables (like different operators)



Categorical variables are mainly given by different operator instances, e. g. the archive
limitation strategy intruncate.

For each experiment, we first decide on the variable(s) whose influence is to be
assessed, and fix all other variables to some standard or optimal value from previous
experiments (if those are available). The free variables are then varied randomly in their
respective domain, and from each setting one observation of the performance indicator
is drawn, i. e. the EA run once with with each setting.1

After a large number of data has been collected in this manner (usually 1000 obser-
vations per experiment), we look for a linear model that yields a good description of the
data. The general form of this model for the i-th observation is

V i = a0 + a1 � x
(1)
i + a2 � x

(2)
i + : : :+ an � x

(n)
i +Ei (1)

wherex(1); : : : ; x(n) are the explanatorial variables andVi is the response (or target
variable) – in our case the performance value.Ei are the random error caused by the
randomness in the algorithm itself.2

The variablesx(j); 1 � j � n of the model can be any transformation or com-
bination of original variables. Thus, the model is only linear in the coefficients, and
non-linear dependencies from the variables (which are very likely for complex systems
like evolutionary algorithms) can easily be traced. It furthermore allows to include the
categorical variables, which have no natural value or order. This is done by indicator
variables, where one variable is used for each category. If an observation falls into a
specific category, the respective indicator variable is set to one, otherwise to zero. The
coefficient of this indicator variable then shows the difference in the response that is
caused by this category.

If only categorical variables were used, this method would be equivalent to analysis
of variance (ANOVA), which has been applied to parameter studies of evolutionary
algorithms by Schaffer et at. [14]. Here, we try to keep variables in their respective
domain and want to use the order of the variables wherever possible. From the models
we can then identify, which variables significantly effects the algorithmic performance.

3.2 Multi-objective 0/1 Knapsack Problems

To study the performance of different algorithmic configurations the multi-objective 0/1
knapsack problem is used, which has been subject to recent empirical case studies, both
in the evolutionary computation community [19, 8] and in the field of multiple criteria
decision analysis [16].

The multi-objective 0/1 knapsack problem is a function of the formk : f0; 1gn 7!
IRm, wheren is the number of decision variables andm the number of objectives. In
this work we refer to the definition in [19] and use the same parameters for the weights

1 We prefer this over doing replications with identical settings for it leads to a better distribution
of samples in the design space of the algorithm.

2 In order for a linear regression to be viable, the random errors are assumed to be independent
and identically distributed by a normal distribution with zero mean and equal variance. In this
study we verified these assumptions using graphical diagnosis tools for the residualsRi =
Vi� ~Vi, like Normal plot and Tukey-Anscombe plot. Generally, an appropriate transformation
of the target variableV led to the desired results.



and profits of the items and the same constraint handling technique. Here we restrict
ourselves to the bi-objective case as a baseline for further comparison, an extension of
the experiments tom > 2 is straightforward. The number of decision variables and
the allowed number of objective function calls is depicted in Table 1. Each individual
represents one decision alternative as a bit-sting of lengthn.

3.3 Performance Measure
For the quality or performance measureV we apply a volume based approach according
to [20] with slight modifications. Here, a reference volume between the origin and an
utopia point – defined by the profit sums of all items in each objective – is taken into
account. The aim is to minimize the fraction of that space, which is not dominated
by any of the final archive members. We consider this as the most appropriate scalar
indicator since it combines both the distance of solutions (towards some utopian trade-
off surface) and the spread of solutions.

4 Elitism
This section focuses on the influence of elitism and its possible interdependence with
the mutation intensity. To isolate these effects, no truncation of the archive (a =1) and
no density dependent selection is applied, i.e. theevalutate operator assigns sampling
rates only on the basis of the dominance level.

Here, elitism in the sense of [9] is assumed, i. e. the best individuals are not only
stored permanently, they also take part in the selection of offspring. Our previous study
indicated that there may be interaction between the mutation strength and the benefit
of elitism. As in the original version of UMMEA, the elitism intensity is characterized
by a parameterpe 2 [0; 1] which basically represents the probability to select a parent
individual from the archive instead of the previous offspring population. This concept
allows us to emulate the different elitist multi-objective evolutionary algorithms which
have been proposed so far.

4.1 Experiments
In the first experiment, we varype randomly and uniformly in[0; 1] and the mutation
rate between1=n and10=n. The regression analysis shows significant interactions be-
tween the elitism intensitype and the normalized mutation rate� = �mut � n, where
�mut denotes the mutation probability for each of then bits.� now gives the expected
number of changed bits per mutation of an individual. The interactions are clearly vis-
ible in Fig. 4: For low mutation rates� < 2, the performance decreases monotonously
with pe, while for � > 5 the performance increases withpe. The region around the
critical mutation rate� � 3 has the lowest variance in performance. However, the best
results are achieved on either sides: There is a local optimum at� � 1 andpe 2 [0; 0:1]
and a global optimum around� � 6 andpe = 1, while their difference seems to in-
crease withn (see Fig. 4). These results show that elitism is not always beneficial, it

Knapsack Problem KN1 KN2 KN3
Decision variablesn 250 500 750

Maximal objective function calls40,000 80,000 120,000
Standard population sizeb 150 200 250

Table 1.Different instances of the knapsack problem and default parameters for this study.
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Fig. 3. Interaction plots for the combined influence of the mutation rate� and the elitism intensity
pe onV for the knapsack problem withn = 750. The median for each combination is shown.

can even be harmful, if the mutation rate is too low, which is surprisingly the case for
the popular rule�mut = 1=n. Nevertheless, the best results are achievable forpe = 1.

At this point we refer to two other studies, which compared different algorithms
on the same test problems. In [20], a constant mutation rate of�mut = 0:01 was used
for all algorithms, and the advantage of the elitist SPEA (Strength Pareto EA, [20])
became more visible with increasing problem size. This may be explained as follows:
A mutation rate of0:01 leads forn = 250 to � = 2:5, which is still not high enough to
make the influence of elitism strong. Forn = 500 andn = 750, however, the values are
� = 5 and� = 7:5, respectively, and thereby in a range where elitism is very important.
In [8] the performance of SPEA was improved by increasing the archive size relative
to the population and (due to the specific selection method used) implicitly the elitism
intensity from 0.36 to 0.96. According to our findings this is crucial especially when a
mutation rate of 0.01 is used on the knapsack problem withn = 750.

These observations support the assumption that non-elitist EA only work well, if the
mutation strength lies under a certain threshold [11]. Otherwise selection is no longer
able to compensate the low success rate of mutation to create dominating individuals,
which usually decreases as the mutation rate increases. For multi-objective problems,
where the success rate also decreases with the number of objectives, this can pose a
further problem: For high dimensional objective spaces, no mutation rate may exist
for which non-elitist algorithms lead to positive progress, unless the population size is
very large and a high selection pressure is used. On the other hand, elitist EAs have
a significantly higher optimal mutation rate, which in turn increases with the elitism
intensity. Here, the archived solutions preclude divergence.

4.2 Key results

The main observation is that the usefulness of elitism strongly depends on the mutation
strength:

– If the usually recommended mutation rate� = 1 is taken, the best performance is
achieved without elitism (pe=0).

– The best overall performance can be reached with strong elitism (pe > 0:7) in
combination with high mutation rates (� � 5).

– The combination of strong elitism with low mutation rates or weak elitism with
high mutation rates shows the worst performance.



Fig. 4.Estimated response surface of the performance measureV to the normalized mutation rate
� and the elitism intensitype for n = 750. Two local minima arise at(pe = 1; � � 6) and
(pe = 0; � = 1). A third order orthogonal polynomial was used as the model, the coefficients
were estimated via linear regression.

5 Bounding the Archive Size

In the previous section the influence of the mutation rate and the elitism intensity has
been explored under the assumption that the archive is unbounded and can contain all
non-dominated individuals found so far. In some cases, however, it may be desirable –
or even mandatory – to limit its size for several reasons:

– The size of the true non-dominated set of the multi-objective problem may be ex-
ponentially large or even infinite.

– All implementations are restricted to limited resources (i. e. storage space).
– The complexity of the archive updating operator increases with the archive size.
– Genetic drift can occur since over-represented regions of the search space are fa-

vored in the (uniform) sampling process.

While the first three points mean that one has to limit the archive size for practical
considerations though it would ideally be unlimited, the last point indicates that a (use-
ful) truncation of the archive may also lead to a performance gain. In the following we
set the maximum archive sizea := b and examine how different archive truncation
methods affect the algorithmic performance.

5.1 Truncation Operators

Rudolph and Agapie [13] provide theoretical results about convergence properties of
different archiving and selection strategies for multi-objective optimizers in finite search
spaces. The authors state that algorithms with unlimited archive sizes do have the de-
sired convergence properties provided that the variation operators match certain pre-
conditions. However, they are usually not of practical relevance because of limited re-
sources. Instead, they propose an updating operator that respects a maximum archive
size via a strong elite preserving strategy, thus keeping the desired convergence prop-
erties. In our experiment this operator is namedtruncate1, and it assures that for each
dominated former archive member, at least one dominating individual must be included



in the new archive. In contrast, the operatortruncate2 just makes a random choice
which individuals to delete.

Another possibility to reduce the archive size is clustering: The possible members of
the archive are grouped into distinct clusters based on some similarity measure. Then,
each cluster will be represented in the archive by certain individuals. Clustering-based
approaches are not strongly elite preserving, and they can be very time consuming.
Many algorithms are based on iterative melioration of a given partitioning according to
a predefined necessary optimality condition and can therefore lead to partitions which
are only locally optimal. Clustering-based archive reduction is used in SPEA [20]: The
individuals are clustered by the average linkage method intoa distinct clusters, from
which the centroid individual is included in the new archive. Here, we implement this
as thetruncate3 operator.

Other approaches to limit the archive size can roughly be categorized as density
dependent ranking techniques. We will discuss density estimation later in the context
of biasing selection. The idea for this concept is quite intuitive: Though the archive
must be truncated, one would like it to be as ’diverse’ as possible. Hence, individuals
in a densely populated area receive lower values and are discarded from the archive in
favor of others. Different implementations of this concept are applied in [12], [7], [8],
[2], or [3]. In this study we represent the method used in NSGA-II [3] by the operator
truncate4: For each objective coordinate the absolute difference of its predecessor and
successor is aggregated for each individual, higher total values lead to better ranks.

Table 2 gives an overview of these different techniques and the implementations
we use in our experiments. As a baseline, thetruncate0 operator is included, which
represents the unlimited archive.

Method No ReductionConservativeRandom Clustering Density-based
Operator truncate0 truncate1 truncate2 truncate3 truncate4

Examples VV [13] AR-1 [13] SPEA [20] PAES [7]
PR [13] AR-2 [13] M-PAES [8]

PESA [2]
NSGA-II [3]

Features may grow efficiency easy good good
very large, preserving, implementation,discrimination, discrimination,
genetic drift unreachable low complexity, adaptive metrics,medium

points genetic drift high complexity complexity

Table 2. Archive truncation methods in multi-objective evolutionary algorithms and operator
instances for this study.

5.2 Experiments

At first two experiments were carried out where the normalized mutation rate was fixed
at� = 1 and� = 4, respectively, while for each trialpe was again varied randomly in
[0; 1] and one of the fourtruncate operators was picked with equal probability.

For� = 4 thetruncate operator had no significant effect on the results at all. This
is not surprising since in these cases the archive size rarely exceedsa. For the small
mutation rate� = 1, where we had very large archives in the experiments before, the
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effect of thetruncate operator becomes significant. Fig. 5 (left) shows the box plots for
the different operators. However, there is a strong interaction with the elitism intensity:
The effect of thetruncate operator increases withpe. Once again, if the archive is not
used in the reproduction of offspring (pe = 0), the effect of thetruncate operator is
the weakest, this can be visualized by the interaction plots in Fig. 5 (right).

As a result we can claim that, if a reduction of the archive is necessary, is should
be done carefully to minimize information loss. The random choice is always worst.
In no case was the clustering approach significantly inferior to the unbounded archive,
while it was the best for largepe and low� = 1. This shows that a ’good’ reduction
method is able to bias the search in favor of under-represented regions. Surprisingly, the
density-based method does not reach significantly higherV values than the conservative
method. The reason may be found in the specific technique, which has difficulties to
deal with identical objective vectors, and not in this type of reduction method.

Nonetheless, there are other methods which directly influence the sampling rate of
individuals based on their density, these will be discussed in the next section. One of
the questions will be whether density dependent selection itself will lead to a higher
performance gain than archive reduction.

5.3 Key Results

Depending on the choice of the truncation operator, archive reduction can either de-
crease or increase the performance:

– The clustering-based method leads to an increase of the average performance over
the whole range ofpe and� values. In other words: Clustering reduces the al-
gorithm’s sensitivity to suboptimal parameter settings without, however, a further
improvement for the optimal settings.

– Random truncation lead to a significantly worse performance than the conservative
method, which in turn was not significantly worse than the unbounded archive.



6 Density Dependent Selection

In multi-objective optimization, a uniform distribution of efficient points may be desir-
able in general. Unfortunately, the randomness in the evolutionary operators (genetic
drift), the granularity of the search space or the topology of the objective function can
make the archived solutions as well as the population itself exhibit a rather non-uniform
distribution. A uniform sampling from the archive even reinforces these effects: Over-
represented regions will be sampled by parents more often, and - given at least a certain
locality of the variation operators - more offspring will be produced there.

One way to tackle this problem indirectly can be through a reduction of the archive,
as described in the last section. A more direct approach, however, would be to bias the
selection process in favor of under-represented regions. This will then be independent
of the actual archive size and is much more flexible.

6.1 Density Estimation Methods

The density of individuals in a setA can serve as an a posteriori estimate of the proba-
bility density for the creation of the individuals in this set. This probability distribution
is usually implicitly defined by the stochastic process which governs the evolutionary
algorithm. However, it can easily be estimated (using standard probability density esti-
mation techniques) and then be used to bias the sampling rates accordingly.

The relevance of density estimation in the context of (multi-objective) evolutionary
algorithms has been put forward by [5], where the authors noted that the standard fit-
ness sharing concept is essentially the application of a kernel density estimator. In [4],
existing results from kernel density estimation were used to derive guidelines for the
fitness sharing parameters.

Many advanced multi-objective evolutionary algorithms use some form of density
dependent selection. Furthermore, nearly all techniques can be expressed in terms of
density estimation, a classification is given in Table 3. We will make use of this as a
further step towards a common framework of evolutionary multi-objective optimizers,
and present the relevant enhancement of the unified model.

A straightforward density estimate is the histogram: The (multi-variate) space is
divided into equally sized cuboids, and the number of points inside a cuboid is the es-
timate of the density for this subspace. Here we apply this technique in theevaluate1
operator. Kernel density estimation is represented inevaluate2 by the niche count func-
tion known from standard fitness sharing. Theevaluate3 operator uses the technique
from NSGA-II, where the distances to neighboring individuals is used to calculate a
volume around each individual. The reciprocal value of this volume then serves as an
estimate of the density, which is typical for nearest neighbor density estimates.

For the calculation of the target sampling rates, the normalized density estimate for
each solution is added to its basic cost. If the minimal basic cost difference of differ-
ently valued solutions is at least 1 (like in our case of the dominance level), it will be
assured that lower valued individuals always receive lower sampling rates regardless of
their density. Thus, this method is used to bias selectiononly between equally valued
individuals. Finally, a rank based assignment of target sampling rates is performed as
before.



Method None HistogramKernel Nearest Neighbor
Operator evaluate0 evaluate1 evaluate2 evaluate3

Examples PAES all algorithms NSGA-II
M-PAES with
PESA fitness sharing

Features:
continuous no as kernel functionno
smoothing control bin width window width local density

Table 3.Density estimation techniques in multi-objective evolutionary algorithms and operators
used in this study.
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6.2 Experiments

In order to first investigate the effect of the density estimation alone, the elite preserving
truncate1 operator is used3 and the maximal archive size is set toa := b. � 2 [1; 10]
andpe 2 [0; 1] are again chosen randomly. Theevaluate0 operator is the reference
case, where no density estimation is applied.

In contrast to the previous section, the influence of theevaluate operator is now
significant for the whole range of� 2 [1; 10]. Figure 6 shows the box plots, again for
the medium size problem withn = 500. Notice that for� = 1 the location differences
of theV distribution between the first three operators are stronger than for� = 4, while
for � = 4 the differences in the minimalV values are stronger.

Fig. 7 visualizes how the behavior of the differentevaluate operators interacts with
differentpe and� settings. Obviously, the kernel density estimator as well as the his-
togram method lead to lowerV values in all groups. The NSGA-II based method, how-
ever, does not change performance at lower mutation rates and only improves a few
groups with stronger mutation. The corresponding fronts show that the performance
gain of density dependent selection is only due to a broadening of the current non-
dominated set, while approximation does not come closer in the middle. Comparisons
to the real efficient set show that the evolutionary algorithm still finds solutions only
in the central region of the real efficient set, even with the density dependent selection
operators considered here.

3 We chose this as the common baseline since it did not show significant differences to the
unlimited archive.
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Fig. 7. Interaction plots forn = 500 for differentevaluate operators. The upper row shows no
density estimation (left) and the histogram method (right), the middle row the kernel density esti-
mator (left) and the NSGA-II-based method (right), the lower row the clustering based truncation
operator combined with the kernel density estimator (left) and the histogram method (right).

Finally, the different density estimation techniques are combined with the clustering
basedtruncate operator. Though this does not improve much on the top performance,
the lower row of Fig. 7 shows that the truncation method reduces the sensitivity to
suboptimal parameter settings, especially for low mutation rates.

6.3 Key Results

The performance gain of density dependent selection strongly depends on the accuracy
of the applied density estimator:

– In general, the kernel density estimator as well as the histogram method improves
the performance for allpe and mutation rate settings.



– The combination of these techniques with the clustering-based archive truncation
method leads to synergy effects in the sense that the algorithm becomes even less
sensitive to suboptimal parameter settings than without density based selection.

7 Conclusion and Outlook

In this study we identified and analyzed the key elements of evolutionary multi-objective
optimizers. From the results we can derive some design guidelines:

– Strong elitism should be used to achieve best performance, but in connection with
a high mutation rate. The right combination of elitism intensity and mutation rate
is the decisive factor for the performance.

– Density based selection can further improve the algorithmic performance by a
broader distribution of solutions along the trade-off surface. Here, enough effort
should be put in the density estimation technique since only a good estimate brings
forth the desired results; fitness sharing as a simple kernel density estimator is a
good choice.

– A good archive reduction method like clustering should be incorporated to make
the algorithm robust concerning suboptimal parameter settings. However, the trun-
cation operator has to be chosen carefully as inappropriate methods can decrease
the performance.

As for the methodology of comparing different algorithms it should be noted that

– In comparisons of elitist against non-elitist algorithm not only the influence of the
mutation rate must be considered but also the intensity of the elitism, which is often
defined implicitly.

– When new algorithms are developed, the effect of all new features should be exam-
ined separately.

At present, these results are only valid for the bi-objective knapsack problem, but we
believe that some fundamental characteristics have been found. It is subject to ongoing
research to verify this for other problem classes and higher objective space dimensions.
It can be expected, however, that performance differences increase, when more objec-
tives and more difficult problems are considered.
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